
SWITCH PANELS

Switch panel producers who 
know about greenhouse  
cultivation



PB tec’s switch panels are developed and produced 
in-house. The result is an integrated product that is 
customised to suit the entire system, allowing the 
installer to work with an understandable assembly 
package. Malfunctions are kept to a minimum, in 
part because of the high-quality components and 
the compact nature of the package.

Installation anywhere in the world
The Switch Panels division employs a large number 
of skilled and specially trained mechanics, with 
special tools and separate testing areas. All switch 
panels are initially constructed to comply with 
prevailing Dutch standards. Essentially all systems 
can be customised to match local conditions 
and requirements anywhere in the world. PB 
tec supplies the switch panels with instruction 
diagrams and connection data, integrated onto a 
screen. This makes connecting the switch panels 
a simple matter, and as a consequence saves you 
a lot of money.

Integration
As the Switch Panels division is part of the PB tec 
organisation, it is easy to coordinate construction 
with the Computer division. Sometimes this results 
in a unique team effort, with entire computers being 
incorporated into the switch panel. This helps keep 
the number of connections to a minimum, which 
in turn serves to minimise malfunctions in the 
system as a whole. On location, the mechanic can 
hook such a combination up directly to the grid, as 
a complete assembly package. Our specialists are 
ready and waiting!

Contact us for a free offer for PB tec switch 
panels!

SWITCH PANELS

PB tec has a separate division that focuses exclusively on constructing 

switch panels for horticultural and industrial projects. Some are standard 

designed, though mostly the panels are produced for specific projects, 

allowing for a compact and easy setup on location.
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www.pb-tec.comTechnology is what we do, innovation is what we live for


